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I.Choose the correct answer:-        10X1=10 
 1.A PHP script should start with __________ and end with __________. 

  a)<php>  b)<?php?>  c)<??>   d)<?ph?> 

 2.Which of the below symbols is a new line character? 

  a)\r   b)\n   c)/n   d)/r 

 3.In parameterized, the parameters are like__________. 

  a)Variables  b)Constants  c)String  d)Null value   

 4.How many types of functions are there in PHP? 

  a)1   b)2   c)3   d)4 

 5.Multidimensional arrays are also called ______________. 

  a)array of arrays    b)multiplex array content 

  b)multiplexed array of array   d)none 

 6.Else executes the block of statement if the condition in the corresponding if is__________. 

  a)executed  b)checked  c)true    d)false 

 7.Which loop works only with array? 

  a)for loop  b)while loop  c)do-while loop  d)foreach loop 

 8.How many types of validation available in PHP? 

  a)2   b)3   c)4    d)5 

 9.Identify which is not a server side scripting language. 

  a)ASP   b)PHP   c)JSP    d)HTML 

 10. How many parameter are required for MYSQLi query function in PHP? 

  a)2   b)3   c)4    d)5 
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II. Answer the following Questions:(Q.No:14 is compulsory)     4X2=8 

  

11.What are the variables? Write the basic rules for variables? 

 12.List the data types in PHP. 

 13. List out the types of arrays in PHP? 

 14. What is form validation in PHP? 

 15. Write the syntax of the if else statement in PHP. 

 16. Difference between connection and close function 

 

III. Answer the following Question:( Q.No:18 is compulsory)     4X3=12 

  

17.In how many ways you can embed PHP code in a HTML page? 

 18.Write the features of PHP? 

 19.Write a short notes on Foreach loop with an example. 

 20.Define HTML form controls. 

 21.Differentiate GET and POST method. 

 22.Write the syntax for MYSQLi Queries. 

 

IV.Answer in detail.(any four)          4X5=20 

  

23.Discuss in detail about PHP Data types. 

 24.Explain Array concepts in PHP. 

 25.Explain form handling methods.  

 26.Explain in detail about switch statement with an example. 

 27.Explain MYSQLi Queries with example program. 
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